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Research at Statistics Canada has made extensive use of longitudinal data bases to study 
business demography. This paper describes the way in which the data required for these exercises 
have been created from Statistics Canada's Business Register. It recounts the problems that 
researchers faced when using the Business Register and the lessons learned. It then describes the 
manner in which the traditional problems of creating longitudinal identifiers was solved with the 
creative- use of data that involved a labour-tracking exercise. 

This paper was originally given to the 1991 International Roundtable on Business Survey Frames 
that was held in Australia. It is forthcoming in the Statistical Journal, UN Economic Commission 
for Europe. 
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1. Introduction 

Information on the structure of businesses that can be obtained from BUSIneSS Registers, 

when combined with other statistical data, offer considerable potential for the development of the 

longitudinal panels required for research into public policy issues. Traditionally, longitudinal 

analysis has not been the primaiy focus of business registers. Registers focus primarily on the 

pmvision of an accurate snap-shot of the business population at a point in time. However, with 

the addition of information that allows operating and legal entities to be linked over time, a 

business register becomes a powerful tool supporting the extension of the output of statistical 

agencies into the field of business demographics. This paper describes how information from 

business registers at Statistics Canada is being extracted and combined with other data in order 

to facilitate longitudinal analysis. Some of the resulting research studies are reported in the 

attached reference list. 

Statistics Canada recently has supported several research initiatives that have examined 

the effect of trade liberalization on the industrial sector [2], that developed new indicators of the 

competitiveness of the industrial system [3,5], that outlined the effect of business growth and 

decline on conditions in labour markets [8], that allowed the dynamics of small, medium and 

large enterprises to be studied [4,9], and that evaluated the effect of mergers [7,10]. 

A large number of questions were investigated. They included: What was the birth and 

death rate in the manufacturing sector? How did it differ between foreign and domestic 

businesses? How has it responded to trade liberalization? Were Canadian businesses becoming 

more specialized as trade liberalization occurred? Did this process differ between multinational 

and foreign businesses? What was the growth path of large and small businesses? Were 
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productivity differences between different groups of businesses changing over time? Did job loss 

differ in small and large businesses and did it respond differentially to recessions? Did. mergers 

serve to increase the productivity of acquired plants? Did foreign takeovers have a different 

impact than domestic takeovers? Do concentration measures capture the degree to which market 

share is being transferred from one group of businesses to another as a result of the competitive 

process? 

These projects required the development of longitudinal panel data sets. Two longitudinal 

data sets have been generated for this purpose. The first covers the manufacturing sector. The 

development of the manufacturing panel data [6] and summaries of the results [1] were described 

at the Williamsburg International Roundtable on Business Survey Frames. (See U.S. Department 

of Commerce, Proceedings, International Roundtable on Business Survey Frame, Williamsburg, 

VA, October 9, 1990). The second data base covers most major sectors of the Canadian 

economy and was initially developed to produce measures of job turnover—the degree to which 

jobs are created in newly-identified and growing businesses and lost in no-longer-identified and 

declining businesses (See [111). 

The Canadian manufacturing sector was chosen initially as the focal point for most of the 

economic studies since the Census of Manufactures provided an ideal source for the creation of 

a longitudinal panel. The Canadian Census of Manufactures is taken at the plant or establishment 

level. It collects data about physical entities, mills, refinery plants, etc., irrespective of who owns 

them or how they relate to each other. Each establishment is assigned a unique identifier number 

that remains with it as long as the plant continues in the Census. This number does not change 

with ownership or name changes and, therefore, the appearance and disappearance of these 
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identifiers allows rea' births and deaths to be identified. In addition, each establishment is 

linked to an owning cnterpr se and thus commonly-owned establishments can be grouped together 

as businesses. Accordingly, longitudinal analysis can be done using either establishments or 

businesses. 

The second longitudinal business data panel was developed for economic research on 

employment dynamics—part of a Longitudinal Employment Analysis Program (LEAP). It covers 

most sectors of the Canadian economy. It was constructed from administrative tax records that 

were not organized with longitudinal studies in mind and it has proven to be difficult to 

construct. It had to overcome the problems that are commonly associated with such files. 

Many data bases that are constructed from administrative records without the benefit of 

supplementary data derived from surveys 'are unable to define the nature of births very precisely. 

Often this is because the identifier numbers that are attached to reporting units in these data sets 

change for administrative or operational reasons. Identifiers can change if a business moves from 

an unincorporated to an incorporated status. Or, identifiers can change if a merger occurs. In the 

latter case, merger entry and exit cannot be distinguished from greenuield entry and exit. Since 

the two have very different characteristics, failure to distinguish between them can produce 

misleading results. 

The development of the LEAP data base has proceeded in two phases. In the first, the old 

Business Register system was used to create a longitudinal file. Many of the problems that arise 

in trying to build a longitudinal panel from a frame that was not meant for such an exercise 

occurred during the construction of LEAP. The second phase improved the longitudinal identifiers 

by linking data on the identity of employees to businesses. This phase illustrates the need for 
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creativity in editing administrative files if they are to be used for longitudinal studies. 

This paper describes the manner in which problems in building LEAP panel data set were 

overcome. But first, a few comments are needed on several lessons that have been learned during 

the development and use of the Census of Manufactures panel data base about the chara(teristics 

of a central frame and associated data that facilitate longitudinal studies. 

2. Some Requirements for the Development of Longitudinal Panels 

In the course of preparing the longitudinal studies using the manufacturing panel data 

described above, several lessons emerged. 

Flexibility is required in the definition of business units. The information derived from 

a business register and associated data often need to be recast to suit the needs of individual 

research projects. This means that sufficient characteristics relating to the structure of a business 

must be available so that researchers can choose the definition of a business that is most relevant 

for the research being undertaken. Research requires access to a business structure, the 

specification of signals that will be used to define units for analysis, and information on the 

business units that can be used with the signals. 

A frame is useful only if a wide range of statistical data can be connected to it. 

While units can be tracked longitudinally at various levels--the establishment or 

operating level, the legal entity level, or the top controlling entity level--being able to track 

business entities at the operating level is essential for a wide range of studies that need to define 

businesses narrowly at the industry level. 



2J. Flexibility in Definition of a Business 

Many of the longitudinal research studies conducted at Statist ca Canada e'mine different 

aspects of intra-industiy firm dynamics. A study of firm dynamics normally requires that births 

and deaths be measured. There are many ways of defining births and deaths (see [4] for a paper 

that compares entry by plant creation and entry by merger). All have the defect of being 

arbitrary; but each can be used to shed light on a different aspect of analytical interest. 

Longitudinal studies require information that allows for alternative definitions of business births 

and deaths. This can either be information stored on the business register out can be information 

that can be linked to the business register. 

There are many definitions of a birth because a business is not defined in a single 

dimension. In general, it can only be described with a vector of characteristics. That, in and by 

itself would be unimportant if only one of those characteristics were of interest when it came 

to defining births. This is not the case. Different questions require different definitions of a new 

business. Therefore, flexibility is required. Examples of the need for flexibility are: 

If we want to ask how the creation of new businesses affects employment, a greenfield 

definition of a new business is required--that is births are new businesses that offer new 

employment opportunities. This definition primarily depends upon the plant age and employment 

status of a business. New businesses are those that enter an industry by building plant not 

previously in existence. 

If we are interested in the effect of new business creation on the competitive process, 
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we need to measure several different concepts of newness. We need to know whether the new 

business adds to the stock of businesses in an industry (greenfield entry) or whether the identity 

of controlling interests has changed because acquisitions have brought new owners into an 

Industry. Competition may be stimulated as much by a change in the identity of owners as by 

greenfield entry in situations where an oligopoly with mature participants had ceased to function 

competitively. Knowledge of when ownership changes take place is also important for studies 

that examine the effect of mergers. 

c) In some cases, location will be required for the  definition of entry—especially for the 

type of spatial studies done by geographers. A business may change nothing but its plant's 

location and be considered a new business in some situations but not in others. In competition 

studies, such a change would be important if the change introduced a new business into a 

regionally-fragmented market. This would not be classified as a birth (a new entity) for an 

industry with a national market. In a study that examined the regional impact of entry and exit, 

movement of a plant from one region to another would be classified as a birth. 

Some research issues then relate to performance characteristics at the operating level of 

a business. For these, researchers will want to employ signals that relate to the status of plant to 

define a birth. Information on ownership, location, and age are required for studies at this level. 

Other researchers will want to investigate the effectiveness of different management types. In 

these cases, information is required about the ownership and legal constitution of the business. 

Other information, for example age and location, is important for demographic studies. 
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2.2.. Compambiity of Data through Frame Linkage 

Many longitudinal firm studies evaluate the performance of different types of businesses 

(large versus small, domestic versus foreign) or businesses that chirnge their circumstances (where 

ownership changes). Evaluations may involve the trade performance of domestic-controlled versus 

foreign-controlled businesses. They may track the investment activity of businesses in one region 

as opposed to another. They may examine the nature of the response of research and development 

expenditures to tax incentives. They may compare the financial results of businesses before and 

after mergers. Studies such as these require that businesses have a wide range of attributes 

attached to them. This requires that data from diverse sources be linked to business structures. 

Export and import data, investment data, financial data, and data on research and development 

have to be merged together in such a way that they are readily linked to business structure. 

In order to accomplish this, the business register must be widely adopted in the statistical 

agency for frame purposes. A central register is not very useful for longitudinal studies if 

different versions are kept by the various survey divisions and if these versions cannot be easily 

linked. 

2.3. Focal Point for Longitudinal Tracking--The Statistical Unit 

Longitudinal studies may focus on operating, financial or legal structures. Studies that 

examine job creation will want to focus on the operating level and examine new establishments--

both those associated with new businesses and those associated with existing businesses. This 
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requires the  creation of a longitudinal identifier that tracks establishments over time. 

Other longitudinal studies will want to group all plants within industries under common 

control—whether or not these make up less than a legal entity or several legal entities to exRmifle 

how these units perform over time. For example studies of competition need to define the 

business at the industiy leveL Once again this requires the creation of longitudinal identifiers for 

establishments. It also requires that establishments be linked together into a common ownership 

structure. 

Another group of longitudinal studies will want to focus on the legal entity—where studies 

of profitability are contemplated—since this is generally the level at which profitability data are 

collected. These studies require a legal entity longitudinal identifier. 

Finally, studies that focus on aggregate measures of concentration will want information 

on the ultimate controlling enterprise. For these studies, all businesses under common control will 

need to be considered jointly and longitudinal identifiers for the topmost controlling enterprise 

established. 

Longitudinal studies then require that identifiers be produced that link various levels of 

a business together over time. Unfortunately, this is an arduous task. Priorities need to be 

established for profiling exercises when it is not feasible to create longitudinal identifiers at both 

the operating (establishment) and at the legal (business or company) level. 

Business demographic studies are not the first to wrestle with these problems. Panel 

studies on income dynamics have had to decide whether to focus on tracking individual family 

units and to measure the component parts or to follow the individual components and create 

family units from them. Decisions to track the family rather than individuals have come to be 



regretted since many of the policy issues relate to transitions of individuals from one unit to 

another. The same problems arise in business demographic studies if the business rather than its 

component parts are chosen for longitudinal analysis. 

Several criteria can be used to establish whether, for research purposes, longitudinal 

identifiers should be created at the operating level, at the legal level, or at the top enterprise 

leveL The first has to do with the facility with which rules can be derived and information 

obtained to create longitudinal identifiers. The second has to do with the range and value of 

studies that can be derived from each set of identifiers. Both considerations suggest that priority 

should be given to creating longitudinal identifiers at the establishment level. - 

First, on the basis of ease of definition, creating longitudinal establishment identifiers 

should have priority. Deciding whether an operating entity continues in existence can be done 

on the basis of location and product line. These are characteristics that are relatively easy to 

define and for which information is readily obtainable. Deciding whether a business continues 

in existence may be more difficult if ownership or control is used as the criterion for 

continuation. It is difficult to establish ownership and control because of the nuances given to 

these terms. Is control to be defined as ownership of more that 50% of equity or will lesser 

amounts suffice? Should just ownership of equity be taken into account or should convertible 

debt and preferred shares also be considered when defining control? Of course, the continuation 

of a legal entity might be chosen as the criterion for developing a longitudinal business file—but 

few interesting research questions can be answered with a file built on such a definition alone. 

Second, the value of longitudinal identifiers at the operating level is greater than at the 

legal entity level in terms of resulting studies. In the Canadian case, where longitudinal identifiers 
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for  establishment data were developed, most studies have built upwards from establisbmevt data. 

Having a longitudinal identifier at this level was of critical importance. The research required that 

commonly-controlled establishments be aggregated to the industiy leveL Business data collected 

only at the legal entity level are too aggregated for many tasks. 

The Canadian experience then in building business panel data for research from the 

Census of Manufactures suggests that the order of priorities for a research group that is 

concentrating on developing data for analytical projects should be: 

1) Establishing consistent rules to create continuity at the lowest level—the operating or 

establishment level. 

Linking each establishment to a legal entity for which there is financial information. 

Linking each legal entity to the top controlling enterprise level. 

Establishing longitudinal links at the legal entity level or at the enterprise level—to 

capture changes in control or ownership. 

None of this should be construed as requiring that business registers, as opposed to 

longitudinal panel data, be constructed in the above fashion. What is most important for 

longitudinal analysis may be inordinately costly for register maintenance. Automatic iegistration 

in administrative systems may exist only for legal entities and may dictate that registers focus 

at this level. Operating entities below the legal entity may be developed only as surveys use the 

legal frame and collect operating data. Development of longitudinal panels at the operating level 

will require that the signal to be used in defining a continuing business be clearly specified and 
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that the information that is required for implementation of the signal be derived from such 

surveys. For example, if a continuing establishment is to be defined as one that does not change 

ownership, location, name, or product line, then information on all these factors needs to be 

developed from surveys. In the end, the level at which a frame maintains continuity may not 

matter so much as the extent to which various characteristics of businesses—subcomponents 

corresponding to operating units—can be attached to the structure of businesses contained in the 

frame. 

This suggests that two characteristics of business registers may suffice if longitudinal 

panels of business data are to be created. The first is the maintenance of continuity over time in 

terms of legal entities and the maintenance of links both downwards from the legal entities to 

operating divisions and upwards to parents. The second is a link to other sources of data that 

allow continuity rules to be developed at the level of operating entities or for the parent. 

Longitudinal files can then be generated for different purposes using specific signals—i.e., 

ownership changes at the level of the parent to signal changes in control, or employment data 

at the level of the establishment to signal births and deaths. 

This does not mean that it is optimal to maintain all information that might be required 

for the creation of the longitudinal file outside the frame. Decentralization of data collection can 

lead to the emergence of gaps in information that have far reaching consequences elsewhere. Data 

that is essential for longitudinal analysis may not have much importance for survey divisions and 

may be the first to be omitted or the last to be edited if budgets tighten. Moreover, unless 

consideration is given to the way in which data available from specific surveys can be used for 

longitudinal panel creation, the required information may not be collected. By having the division 
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responsible for the frame focus on the characteristics that should be maintained in association 

with the central frame, these decisions may be better coordinated than if left to survey divisions. 

Central frames should, therefore, be developed with consideration being given to storing 

some information with the frame that allows for the creation of longitudin1 panels. 

Unfortunately, storage costs quickly mount as more and more information is collected. These 

costs must necessarily temper the desire to create a business register that is all things to all 

people. Perhaps the best we can manage is a register that maintains structure across as large a 

sample of the business population as possible and is as current as possible. Ambitious new data 

bases will still have to be creative in their use of associated data to develop longitudinal panels 

necessary to address different analytical issues. 

In what follows, we describe the development of one such longitudinal panel at Statistics 

Canada. The remainder of the paper describes how external data were used in a creative fashion 

to construct a longitudinal file to examine the job-creation and job-destruction process in 

Canadian businesses. 

3. The Longitudinal Employment Analysis Program 

The Longitudinal Employment Analysis Program (LEAP) was designed to provide 

longitudinal data on the behaviour of employment levels of Canadian businesses. The data base 

makes .use of administrative tax records, data from the Business Register and from surveys on 

average wage rates to derive the employment profile of businesses over time. Industi.y level data 

are produced on the employment in businesses that appear for the first time, that disappear, that 
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grow and that decline. The data have been used to investigate the dynamics of job growth and 

dccline 

The research program focused on estimating the amount of job turnover due to the 

dynmnics of business growth and decline. An example of the output is presented in Table 1.In 

this table, the business population is divided into newly-identified, no-longer-identified, growing 

and declining continuously identified businesses. Employment (ALU's) in each of these 

categories is provided for 1978 and 1984. Between 1978 and 1984, the business count grew from 

601,448 to 782,196. The net increase of 180,748 resulted from 443,914 births and 263,166 

deaths. There were 1,539,700 jobs in 1984 in businesses that were newly-identified since 1978-

16.95% of base-year employment. There were 1,208,400 jobs in 1978 located in businesses that 

were no1onger-identifled by 1984--13.2% of 1978 employment. Growing incumbents added 

1,692,000 jobs-18.5% of 1978 employment—Over the period; declining businesses lost 1,106,000 

jobs--12.1% of base-year employment. - 

The employment record of each business is derived from administrative taxation records 

that each Canadian employer must file. These taxation data include, gross earnings for 

each employee for the calendar year. They cover each individual who earned $500 or more from 

any single employer in any year and extend from 1978 to 1989. 

The payroll data that are filed by employers with Revenue Canada is associated with a 

Revenue Canada employer identification number--a payroll deduction account number (PAYDAC 

or PD number). Employers may have more than one payroll number. Statistic Canada's Business 

Register assigns all businesses a Business Register Identification (BRID) number and links this 

business number to payroll numbers. 
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Using this linlç the longitudinal  employment analysis programme aggregates payroll data 

to the business level to create total earnings of employees in a business. Employment data then 

are derived by dividing a business's annual payroll by estimates of annual average earnings 

derived from survey material. The resulting employment statistic is referred to as an average 

labour unit (ALU). 

The longitudinal employment data base was developed using the old Business Register 

system. An employer registration form received by Statistics Canada from Revenue Canada 

provided the major source of information that was used to derive the universe of employers and 

the industry classification for each business. New payroll numbers that were associated with new 

businesses were classified as newly-identified businesses. 

Different events could generate a new business. The incorporatiOn of previously 

unincorporated businesses could trigger the death of one business identification number and the 

issuance of a new one. The amalgamation of two or more corporations into one corporation could 

cause the original busiqess identification number to disappear and a new one to emerge. A 

spinoff of part of a company to new controlling interests could cause the birth of a new business 

number. 

The Business Register tried to develop some continuity in the assignment of business 

numbers. In the case of incorporationS, the Business Register tried to match the "old" and the 

"new" business numbers. In the case of control changes, provision was made for the storage of 

information that allowed the business number that died as the result of amalgamation, spin-off, 

or other control change to be linked to the new business number. But the primary function of this 

register was to provide, in a timely manner, the statistical sampling frame required by Statistic 
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Canada's business surveys. Building in all the events required for longitudinal analysis and 

maintaining informatiOn on these events was not given priority. 

The longitudinal employment analysis program was interested in the first instance in 

relating the dynamics of the business sector—business growth and decline—to employment change. 

Employment change was of interest primarily, though not exclusively, because of an interest in 

job creation. Therefore, the group that focused on the creation of the longitudinal business 

identifier for the employment analysis programme focused on modifying the existing frame so 

that longitudinal business identifiers could be used to measure job change. This meant that the 

cIassification_neWlY.idefltifled"Was designed to contain primarily births that created new jobs. 

The J3s5 flcatiofl_"flO1Oflgeridefltified_Was meant to contain deaths where jobs disappeared. 

False births and deaths--where the appearance and disappearance of a business identification 

number was not as likely to be related to job creation and destruction--had to be eliminated. 

The first version of the longitudinal file used in the longitudinal analysis programme 

accomplished this by examining all large births and deaths manually. Public lists of mergers were 

used to check that amalgamation had not resulted in births and deaths. Despite the care that was 

taken in editing the file manually, the extent to which jobs appearing in newly-identified units 

could be associated with job creation was uncertain because the accuracy of the editing process 

that created the longitudinal files had not been assessed. This was done in two stages. 

In the first stage, a computerized procedure checked the previous editing system which 

relied on expert judgement. A program was used to match all births to all deaths and vice versa--

using names and payroll account numbers. Newlyidentified-bUSifleSSeS were matched to no-

longer-identified and continuing businesses. A similar procedure was followed for no-longer- 
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identified businesses. The resulting matches were then carefully examined using Business 

Register information and error rates were calculated. At an aggregate level, the error rates from 

misclassified births and deaths were small—about 10%. However, error rates were much larger 

r some industries and many research studies need accurate data at the industry leveL 

While name and payroll number matching programmes increased the degree to which the 

validation process could be computerized, it still required too much manual intervention. 

Moreover, it only caught those situations where business identifier numbers were dropped but a 

similar name was retained. A second procedure was, therefore, developed to improve and to 

automate the routine that checked for false births and deaths. - 

This procedure relied on tracking the workforce of businesses over time. The data base 

used to create the longitudinal file relied on tax remittance data filed by businesses regarding 

employee remuneration and contained social insurance numbers for all employees. This meant 

that employees could be followed from one payroll account to another and the percentage of 

workers present in a business in one year that could be found in another could be calculated. 

Labour was, therefore, tracked from one firm to another and this path was used to establish 

whether a business was potentially linked to another. 

The editing programme that was then chosen used both automated name matching and 

labour tracking. Labour tracking was first used to narrow the scope and, therefore, the cost of 

name-match routines. A list of potential links was created by finding all businesses that shared 

a worker with either a birth or death. This created a set of businesses with which the birth or 

death had a strong link. Then births (deaths) were matched against this potential set for name 

similarities and for the occurrence of common payroll account numbers. It was discovered that 
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these matches generally were either false births or deaths. 

Using name-match mutines only on the sample of businesses that shared employees rather 

than name-matching procedures on the entire sample provided a substantial improvement for two 

reasons. First, the 100,000 odd births and the 100,000 odd deaths that the annual version of the 

administrative file contained before editing would have had to be matched against over 600,000 

continuing businesses. By reducing the number of searches, we both decreased computer costs 

and at the same time were able to use more sophisticated and costly matching routines. Second, 

name-matching routines often turn up partial or imperfect matches which then have to be 

carefully checked manually. By reducing the exercise to just those businesses which had a strong 

labour link, the manual intervention phase was eliminated—since research showed that cases 

where there was an imperfect name match, but where labour force was shared, almost always 

involved false births or deaths. 

Labour force tracking was then used to delineate an additional set of cases that turned out 

invariably to be false births and deaths. If a business was falsely identified as dying, a substantial 

number of its workers should be found in another unit the following year. To check how often 

this occurred, a profile of worker continuation rates--the percentage of a business's workers that 

were found in another business in the subsequent year--was developed, both for continuing 

businesses and for no-longer-identified businesses--deaths. The business with the largest such 

figure was chosen as the target business with which the originating business unit had the closest 

affiliation--the dominant link. The percentage of shared workers (referred to here as the pass-

through rate) with the dominant link was calculated. Figures 1 and 2 present a summary of these 

worker pass-through rates for a sample of large businesses in 1987. Figure 1 presents a simple 
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frequency distribution of the percentage of the sample that  experience different pass-through 

rates. For deaths, the pass-through rates are concentrated in the 2040% range. Pass-tbrough rates 

for continuing businesses are concentrated above 60%. Figure 2 presentS the cumulative 

frequency distribution of pass-through rates—where deaths are cumulated from 0% and continuing 

businesses are cumulated from 100%. It is evident that for this sample less than 15% of deaths 

had pass-through rates of 75% or more. Pass-through rates of 75% were symptomatic that the 

unit was a continuing business. The profile for continuing businesses and for deaths is quite 

different and this fact was used to aid in the second phase of the editing programme. 

The difficulty in translating this observation into a workable rule to identify a false death 

arose because the cumulative distribution of the pass-through curve for no-longer-identified 

businesses differed substantially by size class. For businesses with more than 10 employees, it 

was discovered that few deaths had pass-through rates of 75% or more whereas most continuing 

businesses had pass-through rates at least this high. Therefore, when no-longer-identified 

businesses that had more than 10 employees had pass-through rates of 75% or more, these cases 

were reclassified as continuing businesses. Similarly, where more than 75% of a birth came from 

another business, this was classified as a false birth. A more restrictive rule was employed for 

smaller businesses since there was less difference in pass-through rates between small continuing 

and no-longer-identified businesses. It was found that in very small businesses (those between 

5 and 9 employees), only cases where 100% of employees could be found in one business in the 

following year were invariably false deaths. 

To summarize, no-longer-i dent ified businesses in the administrative file were reclassified 

as continuing if there was a dominant employee link to a birth or to a continuing firm and 
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a perfect name match 

a partial name match 

a match with a payroll account number 

a high proportion of the employees of the no-longer-identified business were all found 

in another firm—the proportion differing for small and large businesses. 

Rule #4 was devised after manual evaluation. Whether it was too restrictive can by 

evaluated by comparing the average pass-through rate of these reclassified businesses compared 

to the pass-through rates generated by the mechanical matching rules #1 to #3. Table 2 contains 

these rates both for no-longer identified businesses that were linked to newly-identified businesses 

and to continuing businesses for the year 1989-90. The average continuing business had a pass-

through rate of 73%. The average no-longer identified business had only a 49% pass-through rate. 

The no-longer-identified businesses that were reclassified as continuing had pass-through rates 

that were close to the continuing business population. Interestingly, case 4 had about the same 

pass-through rate as the other cases--indicating that the arbitrary rule that was adopted was 

probably quite accurate and that further fine-tuning was not justified. 

The pass-through data and related information can be used to provide information that will 

complement the job-growth and job-decline data that the project initially had set out to provide. 

The pass-through rate of continuers--some 73%-- and no-longer-identified businesses--some 49%-

-provides an indication of the extent of worker mobility in different businesses. Other information 

can be generated on the percentage of all workers who are found in the same industry or in other 

industries. 
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4. COUCIUS1Ofl 

A business register that permits longitudinal panel data to be developed will facilitate 

economic research on business units. This greatly extends the range of services that a statistical 

agency can offer its clients. Business registers have not been developed with this objective in 

mind. But they can be utilized to provide histories of business structures with careful planning. 

The history of the development of the LEAP file demonstrates the benefits of providing 

this service. It also demonstrates that substantial development Work for the creation of 

longitudinal research flies is required. This is likely to be the case for other development 

exercises. Most research projects are idiosyncratiC and require definitions of business entities that 

are specific to the research agenda being undertaken. 
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1. 	ALU Employment change Firm Type, Canada, 1978-84 

• 1978 1984 net change 

businesses ALUB businesses ALUS ALUs 

(000) (000) 
Dry 

601,448 9126.5 782,196 10,043.3 916.8 

nous].y Identified 338,282 7918.2 
4042.2 

338,282 
189,094 

8,503.7 
5,734.4 

585.5 
1,692.1 

reasing ALUS 189,094 
149,188 3875.9 149,188 2,769.3 -1,106.6 

reasing ALUS 448,914 1,539.7 1,539.7 
- Identified 
nger - Identified 263,166 

- 

1208.4 - 
- -1,208.4 

es: Statistics Canada. (11] 



Table 2. Worker Pass - Through Rates, 1989-90 

Pass-Through Rates 
Mislabelled No-Longer  

Identified units 

a) linked to births 
 Case 1 67.2 

 Case 2 69.7 
 Case 3 69.1 

 Case 4 70.7 

b) linked to continuing entities 
 Case 1 70.5 

 Case 2 66.9 

 Case 3 69.7 

 Case 4 73.0 

Continuing Units 72.3 
No-Longer - Identified Units 49.1 

Note: 	For definitions see text 

Source: Business and Labour Market Analysis, Statistics C8.nada 
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